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Aporia now enters its fourth year of publication. In 1994 we received more
submissions than ever before. Student interest and involvement in philosophy at
Brigham Young University has never been greater. With this interest comes a
renewed dedication to the importance of developing philosophical skills to the
highest level attainable. One of the most important of these skills is the ability to
write well. We are pleased to continue offering a forum in which philosophy
students can share their best work. This year we print three of the winning
essays from the David H. Yam contest as well as two additional papers. As in
past years, Aporia welcomes papers from all philosophical traditions and essays
that represent a variety of viewpoints.

Aporia would cease publication without the support and encouragement of
many. We thank all of the students who allowed us to consider their work for
publication—^without submissions there would be no journal. We thank those
who read Aporia and give us reason to continue publishing. The support of the
BYU Philosophy Department cannot be appreciated enough, especially the
encouragement offered by James E. Faulconer, and the continuing support
promised by our new chair, K. Codell Carter. We would also like to thank Linda
Hunter Adams for her continuing support of student publications like this one.

We urge students of philosophy and all other interested students to share their
best writing with us. Submissions are accepted during the first months of winter
semester. Our mailing address is

Aporia

3196 JKHB

Philosophy Department
Brigham Young University

Provo, UT 84602

Questions should be directed to the Philosophy Department at (801) 378-2721.
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